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Abstract:-- Character recognition of Devanagari compound characters is a difficult task because characters are written in half forms of original characters. In this paper, we present OCR for Handwritten Devanagari compound character. Recognition of Devanagari compound characters consists of three main phases Preprocessing, Feature Extraction and Classification. During last few decades many research has been conducted to find a solution for Character recognition as it is a solution for many real world problems. The major problem for processing large volume of data can be solved. Work has been done in recognizing handwritten characters in Languages like English, Chinese, Japanese and Arabic. This paper focuses on the recognition of Devanagari compound characters. The feature extraction stage uses Zernike Moments based feature extraction technique that analyzes and select set of features that can be used to uniquely identify the character. Zernike Moment based techniques uses rotation invariance that is successfully applied to many Pattern Recognition problems and character recognition system. Moment based system uses global features that is suitable for compound character recognition. For classification phase, Support Vector Machine is used. The system reported a high recognition rate of accuracy.

Index Terms — Compound characters, Pattern Recognition, Zernike Moments, Support Vector Machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

Handwritten character recognition converts handwritten images into text that can be stored and processed further. Handwritten character recognition is quiet popular due to its application areas which would reduce the task of data entry and save the time in case of Form filling, Postal Automation, and Banking etc [1]. It can also be used for reading of addresses on envelops and reading of ancient handwritten documents. All the research that has been done so far are for simple characters i.e. consonants and vowels. But Devanagari script consist of one more set of characters that are called Compound characters that are formed by joining two consonants together. Feature of compound characters are more complex as compared to simple characters and hence recognition of these characters is a complex task. Compound characters occur frequently in Devanagari script so we can not ignore this area of character recognition system. Devanagari characters has complex shapes and it vary with the mental and physical condition of writer that makes it further more complex problem. Other factors like pen ink color, pen width and acquisition device may affect the shape of a character. Hence handwritten Devanagari characters are more complex due to their shape and structure [3][4]. Devanagari characters have loops, curves and complex structures. Few character sets have similar shapes that made it more complex in recognition. Compound characters recognition is further more complicated as their separation and identification is more difficult [16][17].

Devanagari Script
Devanagari is the most popular script in India. Devanagari character set consist of 11 vowels and 33 consonants. Consonants are the basic character set of the script whereas Vowels can be written as independent letters or can be used as modifiers. Modifiers are symbols that can be used in connection with consonants. These modifiers can be used above, below, before or after to a basic character. Vowels become modifiers as soon they are written in this way and the characters so formed are called conjuncts. Sometimes consonants can be written in their half form and combine with another consonants, these form of characters are called compound characters [5]. Devanagari characters can be written and classified on the basis of vertical bar present in a character.

Compound Characters with End Bar Character

Compound Characters with Middle Bar Character
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English character does not have such characteristic and so it can be taken as a distinguishable feature to extract English from these scripts[7]. In Devanagari script all letters in a word are joined through a common horizontal line or header line known as shirorekha. All the letters of a word appear as they are hanging over the header line. Devanagari script has more complex character sets that include compound characters, modifiers, consonants and vowels. These characters have complex structure as compared to English characters. Devanagari Text has three zones i.e. Upper zone, middle zone and lower zone[6][8].

Fig:3 Three zones of a Devanagari word

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

To recognize the handwritten data from document, there are number of steps which are involved, firstly the document is scanned using scanner[1]. This scanned document is converted into image. Then image is preprocessed with set of valuable steps and convert it into a character/script as per the environment. The scanned image undergoes number of valuable preprocessing steps so as to increase the ratio of recognition of the handwritten document. The general steps for Handwritten Character recognition is Image Acquisition, preprocessing, feature extraction, classification and recognition[3].

1.1 Preprocessing:
Preprocessing consist of various operations performed on image. It enhances the image making it suitable for next level of segmentation. All work has been done in MATLAB[21].

- Image samples are scanned in RGB format.
- RGB image is then converted in gray scale image. Grayscale image is then converted into binary image.

1.2 Segmentation:
In the segmentation phase, an image is decomposed into several sub images i.e. sequence of characters are decomposed in to sub images of individual characters. There are commonly three types of segmentations namely line segmentation, word segmentation and character segmentation.

Line Segmentation: In Devanagari script, horizontal projections is used to segment lines. Each line is identified and segmented. Header line is used to have maximum number of pixels while base line is used to have minimum number of pixels in horizontal projections.

Word Segmentation: After line segmentation, the text in each line is segmented to detect words. It is called, line segmentation, because there is generally enough space presents between words and each word is bounded by header line having no space within word.

Character Segmentation: Now after word segmentation, each word need to segment into characters. It is called character segmentation. In Devanagari script, sheirorekha binds character so we generally use to remove header line first to have vertical space between characters the word under consideration. Then segmenting the word into characters is based on present vertical space between these
characters. Each individual character is resized into 100x100 pixels for extracting its features.

**Feature Extraction:**

Feature extraction can be considered as finding a set of parameters (features) that define the shape of the underlying character as precisely and uniquely as possible[24]. The term feature selection refers to algorithms that select the best subset of the input feature set. Compound characters are more complex in shape and structure. They consist of various endpoints, junctions points, curves and strokes. Methods that create new features based on transformations, or combination of original features are called feature extraction algorithms[9][10]. In 1961 Hu derived Method of Two-Dimensional Invariants and these moments can be used in character recognition as the classification error rate is quite low. The term ‘Invariant’ denotes feature which remain unchanged if the image undergoes changes like change in size, position, orientation. We are using Zernike Moment based Feature Extraction technique for proposed work. The Zernike moments magnitude is used as a rotation invariant feature that represent pattern of character. Zernike moments give an orthogonal set of rotation-invariant moments. Teague first introduced the use of Zernike moments that are rotation invariant and can easily constructed to any order to overcome information redundancy due to geometric moments. The Zernike polynomials are set of complex, orthogonal polynomials that can handle overlapping of information between the moments. Zernike polynomials fulfill orthogonally

\[ \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{1} V_{n}(r, \theta) V_{m}(r, \theta) r dr d\theta = \frac{\pi}{n+1} \delta_{mn} \delta_{jk} \]

Two dimensional Zernike moments:

\[ Z_{pq} = \frac{p+1}{\pi} \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{1} V_{pq}^{*}(r, \theta) f(r, \theta) r dr d\theta \]

Where \( p \geq q \) is even and non negative

And \( p=0,1,2,\ldots,\infty \) and defines the order and \* defines complex conjugate and \( q \) is an integer defining angular or rotational dependence. Zernike moments for low-order

\[ Z_{00} = \frac{1}{\pi} m_{00} \]

\[ Z_{11} = \frac{2}{\pi} (m_{10} - im_{01}) \]

Image is mapped to unit disc using polar coordinates. Moments based features are extracted from each zone of character bitmapped image.

**Classification**

Handwritten character recognition system that makes use of the features extracted from the previous stage in the process[11][13]. In the proposed system Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used for classification. SVM are group of supervised learning methods that can be applied to classification. The standard SVM classifier takes the set of input data classify them in to two distinct classes. For multiclass classification problem, classes are decomposed into multiple binary class problem. Given a training database of \( M \) data \( \{x_{m}\} \), the linear SVM classifier is then defined as:

\[ f(x) = \sum_{i} \alpha_{i} x_{i} \cdot x + b \]

Where \( \{x_{i}\} \) are the set of support vectors. The SVM map input data onto a higher dimensional feature space nonlinearly related to the input space and determine a separating hyper plane with maximum margins between the two classes in feature space. The optimal separating hyperplane can be determined without any computation in higher dimension feature space by using kernel functions. Different type of kernels are used to classify samples of different classes with appropriate margins. Commonly used kernels are

- **Linear Kernel:** \( k(x, y) = x \cdot y \)
- **Radial Basis Function:** \( k(x, y) = \exp(-\|x - y\|^2 / 2\sigma^2) \)
- **Polynomial kernel:** \( k(x, y) = (x \cdot y + 1)^d \)

**CONCLUSION**

This paper presents a Recognition system of handwritten Devanagari compound characters. Samples of compound characters are collected from different writers of different age. Zernike Moment feature extraction technique combined with Support Vector Machine proves to be a powerful tools for compound character recognition system. Feature extraction uses multiple features which gives better recognition accuracy. Structural pre classification of characters are done and then Moment based features are extracted. Feature extraction uses multiple features which gives better recognition accuracy. The Zernike Moment based feature extraction proposed in the paper has the ability to recognize stimulus patterns if a
set of input patterns are repeatedly presented to it, it gradually acquires the ability to recognize these patterns. It is not necessary to give any instructions about the categories to which class the pattern belongs. The implementation of Zernike Moment method with SVM give reasonable results towards recognizing compound characters.
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